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Recap	from	last	week

Basic	concepts	of	mobile	telephony	
• Calls,	paging,	HLR,	VLR,	SS7,	operators,	SIM	cards,	crypto…	

Common	theme:	security	vs.	performance	vs.	cost	
• 1G	—	no	security	
• 2G	—	authenEcaEon	and	encrypEon,	but	weak	crypto	
• SS7	—	aFacks	due	open	interfaces	
• 3G	—	stronger	crypto	and	new	AKA	protocol	

Remaining	issues	
• Limited	idenEfier	(IMSI/TMSI)	leakage	—>	tracking	
• Fake	base	staEon	—>	downgrading	
• Physical	layer	—>	integrity	violaEon,	denial	of	service…
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4G

5 

Powered by evolving mobile technologies for better experiences 

N/A <0.5 Mbps1 63+ Mbps2 300+ Mbps3 

Analog Voice Digital Voice + Simple Data Mobile Broadband Faster and Better 

Mobile 2G 
D-AMPS, GSM/GPRS,  

cdmaOne 

Mobile 3G 
CDMA2000/EV-DO, 

WCDMA/HSPA+, TD-SCDMA 

Mobile 4G LTE 
LTE, LTE Advanced 

Mobile 1G 
AMPS, NMT, TACS 

Richer Content 
(Video) 

More 
Connections 

1 Peak data rate for GSM/GPRS, latest Evolved EDGE has peak DL data rates capable of up to 1.2 Mbps; 2 Peak data rate for HSPA+ DL 3-carrier CA; HSPA+ specification includes additional potential CA + use of multiple antennas, but no announcements to 
date; 3 Peak data rate for  LTE Advanced Cat 6 with 20 + 20 MHz DL CA; LTE specification includes additional potential CA + additional use of multiple antennas, but no announcements to date 
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4G	overview

Known	also	as	LTE	(Long-Term	EvoluEon)	
• Introduced	around	2008	

Updated	architecture	
• Fully	packet-switched	
• Core	network	called	Evolved	Packet	Core	(EPC)	
• Radio	network	called	Evolved-UTRAN	(E-UTRAN)	
• Interoperable	with	legacy	systems	

New	physical	layer	
• Orthogonal	frequency	division	mulEplex	(OFDM)	
• MulEple	antenna	techniques	like	MIMO	
• 300	Mbps	downlink,	70	Mbps	uplink,	5ms	latency
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LTE	architecture	and	terminology

devices, while still using similar techniques. Notably, we show
how popular social network messaging applications (e.g., Face-
book messenger [3] and WhatsApp [4]) can be used in such
attacks. Our third attack allows an active attacker exploiting
vulnerabilities in the specification and implementation of LTE
Radio Resource Control (RRC) protocol [5] to accurately
pinpoint the target user via GPS co-ordinates or trilateration
using base station signal strengths as observed by that UE. We
believe that all LTE devices in the market are vulnerable to
this attack.

In the second class, we describe three further attacks where
an active attacker can cause persistent denial of service against
a target UE. In the first, the target UE will be forced into using
2G or 3G networks rather than LTE networks, which can then
make it possible to mount 2G/3G-specific attacks against that
UE. In the second, the target UE will be denied access to all
networks. In the last attack, the attacker can selectively limit a
UE only to some types of services (e.g., no voice calls). The
attacks are persistent and silent: devices require explicit user
action (such as rebooting the device) to recover.

We have implemented all our attacks (except one) and
confirmed their effectiveness using commercial LTE devices
from several vendors and real LTE networks of several carriers.
The equipment needed for the attacks is inexpensive and
readily available. We reported our attacks to the manufacturers
and carriers concerned as well as to the standardization body
(3GPP). Remedial actions are under way while writing.

Specification of a large system like LTE is a complex
endeavor involving many trade-offs among conflicting require-
ments. Rather than merely report on LTE vulnerabilities and
attacks, we also discuss possible considerations that may have
led to the vulnerabilities in the first place. Based on this we
suggest some general guidelines for future standardization as
well as specific fixes for our attacks.

• Fine-grained location leaks: New passive and active
techniques to link users’ real identities to LTE tem-
porary identities assigned to them and to track user

locations and movements to much higher levels

of granularity than was previously thought possible.
(Section V)

• Denial-of-Service (DoS) Attacks: New active DoS

attacks that can silently and persistently down-

grade LTE devices by preventing their access to
LTE networks (limiting them to less secure 2G/3G
networks or denying network access altogether) or
limiting them to a subset of LTE services. (Section VI)

• Implementation & Evaluation: Inexpensive software

and hardware framework to implement the attacks
based on srsLTE, OpenLTE, and Universal Software
Radio Peripherals (USRP) (Section IV), and evalua-
tion of the attacks using commercially available LTE
phones in real networks. (Sections V–VII)

• Security Analysis: Discussion outlining possible un-

derlying reasons for the vulnerabilities, including
perceived or actual trade-offs between security/privacy
and other criteria like availability, performance and
functionality, as well as recommending fixes. (Sec-
tion VIII).

II. OVERVIEW OF LTE ARCHITECTURE

We briefly describe LTE infrastructure as well as security
and paging mechanisms to assist readers in understanding the
vulnerabilities and attacks we present in this paper.

A. LTE infrastructure

We consider a simplified LTE architecture involving com-
ponents required to set up access network protocols between
a base station and mobile devices. We hide other details of
the architecture which are not relevant from the point of view
of understanding our attacks. Figure 1 depicts this simplified
architecture which contains three main components: User
Equipment (UE), Evolved Universal Terrestrial Radio Access
Network (E-UTRAN), and Evolved Packet Core (EPC). All
three components are collectively referred to as Evolved Packet
System (EPS) according to 3GPP terminology. In the interest
of simplicity, throughout this paper we refer to the whole
system as LTE. The three components are described below
(A list of common acronyms related to LTE appear in the full
version of this paper [6]).

Fig. 1. LTE system architecture

User Equipment: UE refers to the actual communication
device which can be, for example, a smartphone . A UE
contains a USIM (Universal Subscriber Identity Module)[7],
which represents the IMSI and stores the corresponding au-
thentication credentials [8]. This IMSI is used to identify an
LTE user (generally referred to as “subscriber” in 3GPP ter-
minology) uniquely. The USIM participates in LTE subscriber
authentication protocol and generates cryptographic keys that
form the basis for the key hierarchy subsequently used to
protect signaling and user data communication between the
UE and base stations over the radio interface.

E-UTRAN: E-UTRAN consists of base stations. It manages
the radio communication with the UE and facilitates commu-
nication between the UE and EPC. In LTE, a base station
is technically referred as “evolved NodeB (eNodeB)”. The
eNodeB uses a set of access network protocols, called Access
Stratum (AS) for exchanging signaling messages with its UEs.
These AS messages include Radio Resource control (RRC)
protocol messages. Other functions of eNodeB include paging
UEs, over-the-air security, physical layer data connectivity, and
handovers. Each eNodeB is connected to the EPC through an
interface named S1.

MME in EPC: EPC provides core network functionalities by
a new all-IP mobile core network designed for LTE systems. It
consists of several new elements as defined in [9]. However, for
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#RSAC

LTE Network

12

• UE:	User	Equipment	(MS)	
• eNB:	enhanced	NodeB	(BS)		
• E-UTRAN:	Evolved	Universal	Terrestrial	Radio	Access	Network	
• MME:	Mobility	Management	EnEty	(MSC)	
• HSS:	Home	Subscriber	Server	(HLR)	
• S-GW:	Serving	Gateway	
• P-GW:	Packet	Gateway
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Some	LTE	physical	layer	details

OFDM	downlink	
• MulEple	narrow	sub-carriers	spread	over	a	wide	channel	bandwidth	
• Sub-carriers	mutually	orthogonal	in	the	frequency	domain	
• MiEgates	inter-symbol	interference,	allows	flexible	uElizaEon	of	spectrum		

SC-FDMA	uplink	
• Single-carrier	FDMA
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Source: Lichtman et al. LTE/LTE-A Jamming, Spoofing, and Sniffing: Threat 
Assessment and Mitigation. IEEE Communications 2016.



LTE	network	protocols

• MAC	layer	
• manages	access	to	radio	resources	

• RLC	(Radio	Link	Control)	
• error	correcEon,	segmentaEon,	ordering	

• PDCP	(Packet	Data	Convergence	Protocol)	
• compression,	encrypPon,	integrity	

• RRC	(Radio	Resource	Control)	
• system	informaEon	broadcast,	AKA	

• NAS	(Non-Access	Stratum)	
• mobility	management	with	the		

core	network
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Source:  NIST. Guide to LTE Security. 2017.
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LTE	security	overview

Similar	AuthenEcaEon	and	Key	Agreement	(AKA)	as	in	3G	
• Mutual	authenEcaEon,	SQN	used	for	replay	protecEon	

New	crypto	algorithms	(3	variants)	
• EEA	=	encrypEon,	EIA	=	integrity	
• EEA1	and	EIA1	based	on	Snow	(similar	to	KASUMI)	
• EEA2	is	AES-CTR	and	EIA2	is	AES-CMAC	
• EEA3	and	EIA3	based	on	ZUC	

Other	security	updates	
• Extended	Key	Hierarchy	
• Possibility	for	longer	keys	(256	bits)	
• X2	handover	(between	eNodeBs)	
• Backhaul	(S1)	protecEon
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Control plane User  
plane

Encryption operator option

(often used)

operator option

(often used)

Integrity mandatory operator option 
(often not used)



LTE	Key	Hierarchy	

K	=	master	key	(128	bits,	shared	between	HSS	and	USIM)	
CK	=	confidenEality	key	(128	bits)	
IK	=	integrity	key	(128	bits)	
K_ASME	=	MME	base	key	(256	bits)	
and	so	on…	
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Source:  NIST. Guide to LTE Security. 2017.



LTE	backhaul	and	EPC	protecEon

Backhaul	(S1)	protecPon	
• Physical	protecEon	(difficult	for	long	distances)	
• Standard	IP	security	(VPN,	IPsec,	PKI…)	

EPC	protecPon	
• Spec	is	vague:	“Physical	and	logical	division	to	security	domains”	
• Likely	pracEce:	standard	IP	security
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LTE	handovers	and	key	updates

HUT 2009-12-09 "LTE Security Tutorial" / Dan Forsberg 37 / 54 

KDF 

KDF 

Keys in LTE Handovers (HO) 
•  LTE Security reduces the key 

scope and lifetime to minimize 
the threat of key compromise 

1.  Forward key separation 
•  New KeNB key (called NH) from 

MME 
2.  Backward key separation  

•  Key chaining with one way hash 
function 

3.  Key separation for different 
target eNBs/cells 
•  Phycal cell id (PCI) and 

frequency bindings 

1.  "Forward Key Separation" 

2.  "Backward Key Separation" 

3. “Key Separation" 

Source eNB Target eNB 

Source eNB 

Target eNB 

Target eNB 

Target eNB 

Target eNB 

KeNB*A 

KeNB*B 

KeNB*C 

KeNB*D 
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LTE	security	research

Let’s	look	at	three	recent	research	examples:	
• Tracking:	Shaik	et	al.	"PracEcal	AFacks	Against	Privacy	and	

Availability	in	4G/LTE	Mobile	CommunicaEon	Systems"	
NDSS’16	

• Man	in	the	middle:	Rupprecht	et	al.	"Breaking	LTE	on	
Layer	Two"	S&P’19	

• Jamming:	Lichtman	et	al.	"LTE/LTE-A	Jamming,	Spoofing,	
and	Sniffing:	Threat	Assessment	and	MiEgaEon"	IEEE	
CommunicaEons,	2016	

Other	research	
• Signal	injecPon:	Yang	et	al.	“Hiding	in	Plain	Signal:	Physical	

Signal	Overshadowing	AFack	on	LTE”	USENIX	Security’19
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https://arxiv.org/pdf/1510.07563.pdf
https://arxiv.org/pdf/1510.07563.pdf
https://arxiv.org/pdf/1510.07563.pdf
https://arxiv.org/pdf/1510.07563.pdf
https://alter-attack.net/media/breaking_lte_on_layer_two.pdf
https://alter-attack.net/media/breaking_lte_on_layer_two.pdf
https://ieeexplore.ieee.org/document/7452266
https://ieeexplore.ieee.org/document/7452266
https://ieeexplore.ieee.org/document/7452266
https://ieeexplore.ieee.org/document/7452266
https://www.usenix.org/system/files/sec19-yang-hojoon.pdf
https://www.usenix.org/system/files/sec19-yang-hojoon.pdf
https://www.usenix.org/system/files/sec19-yang-hojoon.pdf


LocaEon	tracking	—	Background

The	service	area	of	operator	divided	into	Tracking	Areas	(TAs)	
• contains	a	group	of	cells,	each	controlled	by	an	eNodeB	

eNodeB	broadcasts	operator-specific	informaEon	
• Tracking	Area	code,	Mobile	Network	code,	cell	ID	

UE	sends	IMSI	in	first	AFach	request	
• operator	assigns	temporary	idenPfier	(TMSI,	GUTI)	
• used	for	subsequent	aFach	and	paging	
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LocaEon	tracking	—	Adversary

Adversary	capabiliEes:	
• who	can	receive	and	send	over-the-air	
• 	possible	with	inexpensive	equipment	

Adversary	goal:		
• learn	user’s	locaEon	

AFack-enabling	observaEons:	
• GUTI	reallocaPon	depends	

on	operator	
• Example:	same	GUTI	for	3	days	

14

Adversary with Universal Software 
Radio Peripheral (USRP) 



LocaEon	tracking	—	AFack

Step	1:	Setup	fake	BS	
• Broadcast	valid	TA	code,	network	code	with	higher	power	(or	priority)	

Step	2:	Learn	user	presence	in	Tracking	Area	(TA)	
• Repeated	short	Voice	over	LTE	(VoLTE)	calls	or	social	media	messages	
• Adversary	monitor	any	cell	within	Tracking	Area	
• Some	intersecEon	analysis…	(details	skipped)	

Step	3:	Learn	precise	locaPon	
• Fake	BS	sends	unprotected	“RRC	ConnecEon		

Reconfig”	messages	
• UE	computes	signal	power	for		

neighboring	cells	and	responds	with	a		
“Measurement	report”	

• Measurement	report	contain	UE’s	GPS		
coordinates
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LocaEon	tracking	—	Analysis

All	signaling	(control	messages)	should	be	integrity-protected…	
• So	how	is	this	possible?	

AFack	root	cause	
• LTE	spec	allows	unprotected	RRC	measurement	reports	
• This	is	an	explicit	excepEon	to	general	policy	
• Benign	use:	connecEon	troubleshooEng	

Likely	reason	for	such	design	decision		
• Availability	was	seen	more	important	than	privacy	in	this	

parEcular	case	

How	significant	is	such	aFack	in	pracEce?	
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Man	in	the	middle	—	Background

MAC	layer:	each	UE	must	be	uniquely	disEnguishable	and	needs	a	
Radio	Network	Temporary	Iden6ty	(RNTI)	

eNodeB:	uElizes	Downlink	Control	Informa6on	(DCI)	to	noEfy	
when	radio	resources	are	available	on	downlink	and	uplink	

Recall	that	LTE	encrypEon	using	AES-CTR	
• XOR	keystream	with	plaintext	

17
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Man	in	the	middle	—	AFack

A\acker	model:	low-budget	sotware-defined	radio	

Step	1:	Learn	user	from	encrypted	traffic	
• exploit	temporary	idenEfier	on	MAC	layer	
• observe	connecEon	establishment		
• learn	both	TMSI	and	RTNI	(few	details	skipped)	
• use	paging	to	map	TMSI	to	phone	number	
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Source:  Rupprecht et al. Breaking LTE on Layer Two. S&P’19.

Enables traffic profiling!



Man	in	the	middle	(3/4)

Step	2:	Modify	encrypted	traffic	—>	redirecPon	
• UE	send	encrypted	packet	to	intended	DNS	server	
• Adversary	captures	DNS	request	and	applies	

“manipulaEon	mask”	
• Adversary	forwards	the	manipulated	packet	
• Packet	get	decrypted	and	delivered	to	false	DNS	server
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Source:  Rupprecht et al. Breaking LTE on Layer Two. S&P’19.



Man	in	the	middle	—	Analysis

A\ack	root	causes	
• IdenEfiers	on	lower	stack	levels	(RTNI	on	MAC	layer)	while	

encrypEon	done	on	higher	levels	(PDCP)	
• Integrity	protecEon	opEonal	
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From LTE specification:

Threats were well-known some 10 years ago…

https://portal.3gpp.org/desktopmodules/Specifications/SpecificationDetails.aspx?specificationId=2311


Jamming

Targeted	jamming	of	different	control	
channels	and	signals	have	different	
difficulty	and	effecEveness…	

Brute	force	always	possible…

21
Source: Lichtman et al. LTE/LTE-A Jamming, Spoofing, and Sniffing: 
Threat Assessment and Mitigation. IEEE Communications 2016.



4G	/	LTE	security	summary

Security	updates	
• New	crypto	algorithms	(Snow	and	AES)	
• New	core	network	(EPC)	
• Minor	security	updates	like	extended	key	hierarchy,	

handover	protecEon,	backhaul	protecEon…	

Remaining	issues	
• Limited	user	tracking	
• Minor	integrity	violaEon	
• User	traffic	profiling
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Fith	generaEon
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Powered by evolving mobile technologies for better experiences 

N/A <0.5 Mbps1 63+ Mbps2 300+ Mbps3 

Analog Voice Digital Voice + Simple Data Mobile Broadband Faster and Better 

Mobile 2G 
D-AMPS, GSM/GPRS,  

cdmaOne 

Mobile 3G 
CDMA2000/EV-DO, 

WCDMA/HSPA+, TD-SCDMA 

Mobile 4G LTE 
LTE, LTE Advanced 

Mobile 1G 
AMPS, NMT, TACS 

Richer Content 
(Video) 

More 
Connections 

1 Peak data rate for GSM/GPRS, latest Evolved EDGE has peak DL data rates capable of up to 1.2 Mbps; 2 Peak data rate for HSPA+ DL 3-carrier CA; HSPA+ specification includes additional potential CA + use of multiple antennas, but no announcements to 
date; 3 Peak data rate for  LTE Advanced Cat 6 with 20 + 20 MHz DL CA; LTE specification includes additional potential CA + additional use of multiple antennas, but no announcements to date 

5G
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5G	overview

Deployments	planned	to	start	“soon“	

Radio	link:	5G	New	Radio	(NR)	
• Faster:	e.g.,	10	Gbps	with	2ms	latency	
• OpEmized	OFDM	
• Massive	MIMO	
• Two	frequency	ranges	

• FR1	(below	6Ghz)	and	FR2	(above	24	Ghz,	mmWave)		
• Various	cell	sizes	
• BeFer	support	for	different	QoS	requirements	

Suggested	usages	
• IoT,	AR/VR,	entertainment,	home	broadband…
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Some	5G	physical	layer	features

Beam	management	using	“massive	
MIMO”	

Higher	frequencies	
• cannot	penetrate	solid	objects	
• shorter	ranges	
• less	inference	
• more	devices	per	m2	

Cell	types:	micro,	macro,	pico	

25

Source: Native Instruments. 5G New 
Radio White Paper. 



5G	security	overview

Crypto	algorithms:	mostly	the	same	

AKA	protocol:	minor	improvements	
• beFer	replay	protecEon	as	SIM	can	generate	nonces		

User	tracking:	minor	updates	
• SIMs	can	encrypt	IMSI/TMSI	for	home	operator’s	public	key	
• More	strict	policies	for	updaEng	temporary	IDs	like	TMSI	

Fake	base	staEon	detecEon	—	heurisEcs	like	expected	signal	
strengths…?	
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Examples	of	5G	security	research

Basin	et	al.	"A	Formal	Analysis	of	5G	AuthenEcaEon"	CCS’18	
• Formal	modeling	and	verificaEon	of	5G	AKA	
• Found	minor	inconsistencies	in	the	spec	

Hussain	et	al.	"5GReasoner:	A	Property-Directed	Security	and	
Privacy	Analysis	Framework	for	5G	Cellular	Network	Protocol"	
CCS’19	
• Cross-layer	modeling	and	analysis	
• Findings:	minor	vulnerabiliEes	in	RRC	and	NAS	layer	to	learn	

the	vicEms	TMSI	

Hussain	et	al.	"Privacy	AFacks	to	the	4G	and	5G	Cellular	Paging	
Protocols	Using	Side	Channel	InformaEon"	NDSS’19	
• MulEple	paging	messages	may	enable	tracking	even	if	TMSI	is	

changed	frequently
27

http://A%20Formal%20Analysis%20of%205G%20Authentication
https://relentless-warrior.github.io/wp-content/uploads/2019/10/5GReasoner.pdf
https://relentless-warrior.github.io/wp-content/uploads/2019/10/5GReasoner.pdf
https://relentless-warrior.github.io/wp-content/uploads/2019/10/5GReasoner.pdf
http://homepage.divms.uiowa.edu/~comarhaider/publications/LTE-torpedo-NDSS19.pdf
http://homepage.divms.uiowa.edu/~comarhaider/publications/LTE-torpedo-NDSS19.pdf


From	1G	to	5G

28

1G 2G 3G 4G 5G

crypto 
algorithms none weak strong strong strong

AKA none one-way mutual mutual mutual

core network SS7 SS7 SS7 EPC EPC

tracking easy limited limited limited more limited?

fake BS easy easy limited limited challenging?

jamming / 
DoS possible possible possible possible possible



Discussion
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Lecture	end

Summary	
• Cellular	security	evoluEon	from	1G	to	5G	
• Radio	link,	core	network,	crypto,	protocols,	management…	
• Common	theme:	security	vs.	funcEonality	and	cost	
• Risks	of	global	communicaEon	systems	more	broadly	

Reading	material:	
• Rupprecht	et	al.	"Breaking	LTE	on	Layer	Two"	S&P’19	
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https://alter-attack.net/media/breaking_lte_on_layer_two.pdf

